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Quick cement in 
powder form.  To 
secure and repair 
joints, where quick 
drying is needed

DESCRIPTION PREPARACIONES, FONDOS E IMPR. 

CEMENTOS, YESOS Y ESCAYOLAS   

-Exterior - interior.
-Plastering repairs.
--Securing of tiles, joints,  drains, ceramic surfaces etc...
-Plasterings.
-Small surfaces.
-Securing of jobs in general.

-Excelent adherence on recommend surfaces, specially on cement and by products.
-Great final hardness.
-Can be applied on either very thick or just thick layers.
-Slight rough finish.
-

-Naturaleza: Mixture of pigments, cement, binders and additives in powder form.
-Appearence: Matt.
-Texture: rough powder.
-Colour: Beige.
-Pigment: Inorgánic.
-Density: 0´91+_0.05 Kg./l.
-Approximate performance per coat: Variable according to use 1´7 Kg./m2/mm  of thickness approx.
-Times at:  (20º C HR: 60%):
          -Drying: 1-2 Hours..

-Thinner: water.
-Tools/Approx. thinning.:
          -Spatula: 1/2 litre  water/Kg.
          -Trowel: 1/2 litre water/Kg.
          -Professional trowel: 1/2 litre water/Kg.
          -Brush: Not applicable.
          -Roller: Not applicable
-Times at (20º C, HR: 60%) of:
          -Work: 1 hour.
          -Sanpapering: 2-3 hours.
          -Repainting: 24 days onwards-.
          -Container shelf life: 24 months.
          -Lifetime after mixing with water: 1hour maximum.
-Cleaning: with water inmediately after use.

Plaster and morter cement:
-Test CEMENT RAPID suitability on surface.
-Wait till complet drying of product before top coat.
-Remove off any efflorescences through abrassive jet and neutralize alkaline surfaces.
-Extremely polished surfaces should be sandpapered to open pores.
-Remove off any foreing products or remains.
-Open any fissures or cracks until obtaining good condition surface.  Remove off any resulting dust by 
brush and apply CEMENTO RAPIDO as indicated under Application Systems and Application points.
-For extremely damaged surfaces, use suitable fixer (see family 6) .

Remove off any remains or peeling of paint or any other foreign products.  Open pore by sandpapering 
or any other mechanical systems.

PROPERTIES

PRODUCT DATA SPECIFICATION

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

NEW SURFACES PREPARATION

SURFACE RESTORATION

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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SAFE AND SAFETY - ENVIROMENT NOTICE

Do not eat, drink or smoke when using product.
If eye contact occurs, wash with plenty of fresh water.
Toxical product if ingested.
Keep away from children’s reach.
Do not empty waste into drains or water courses.
Store product only in dry areas.

ALSO IN SOLVENT BASED PRODUCTS:
Apply product in well-ventilated areas. In case if insufficient 
ventilation, wear suitable respiratory protective masks.
Wear suitable mask or protective clothing when using spray 
gun or for the sandpapering and brushing of paint.
Keep area to be painted well ventilated until complete drying 
of product.
Do not ingest or inhale product. Avoid skin or eye contact. If 
eye contact occurs, seek medical attention immediately.
Store product only in well ventilated, not-flammable areas.

The information contained herein, is only based on our current 
knowledge, laboratory tests and practical use under specific 
circumstances and objective decision. Due to the impossibility 
to give specific description for every different painting surface 
and being the nature conditions beyond our control, we are 
unable to guarantee the total repeatability in every concrete 
use.
The manufacturer and sales person do not assume any 
responsibility, unless a specific written agreement has been 
previously made, for the use of our products derived from the 
application of our products according to our 
recommendations, since these are beyond our control.
Due to the constant technical development, our 
recommendation do not relieve our costumers of the necessity 
to test our products, on their own responsibility, for suitability 
for the purpose envisaged, and checked that the information 
given harein has not been updated. The recommendations 
given herein sepersede previous ones regarding the same 
product.

MADE IN THE UE

PROCESSES Primer Undercoat Finish

-Do not apply on wet surfaces which have been exposed to extreme cold temperatures at night or over-heated and exposed to 
sunlight, since the quality of product may be seriously reduced in the short and long term of product.
-Extremely absorbent surfaces should  be slightly moistened before being treated.
-Apply only at over 5º C temperatures.
-Product shelf life: 24 months from manufacturing date, provided is kept in original closed container, in a dry room, at temperatures 
between  5º C and 35º C maximum.
-The current EEC marketing merchansing laws and regulations must be observed and carried out at all times.
-Under the current EEC laws and regulations, norms indicated in container must be observed and carried out at all times.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Test adherence level and treat as per new surfaces.

-For its thinning, use only fresh, clean water.
-Use only indicated tools under "Application Systems", clean and rust-free.
-Bad condition surfaces should be  anchored with Fijamont, Emulsión Fijadora orFijalite.
-Only repaint after indicated drying time, which depends on moistering and temperature conditions as 
well as layer thickness.

APPLICATION

CONSTRUCTION / 
INTERIORS

CONST. (Cement, plaster 
etc.) 
EXTERIORS

FIJADOR (EMULSION 
FIJADOR TEJAMONT)

MONTOPLASTICA, 
OVALDINE, MONTOKRIL, 
MONTOSINTETIC, LUXATIN

Std:

Max:

CONSTRUCTION/IN
TERIORS

CONST. (Cement, plaster etc.)
INTERIORS

FIJADOR (EMULSION 
FIJADOR TEJAMONT)

MONTOPLASTICA, 
OVALDINE, 
MONTOSINTETIC,LUXATIN

Std:

Max:
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